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1. Introduction. In this paper we take an idea of Rota's [8] and define a

"universal" metric automorphism on a product space such that if Pis any metric

automorphism of one of the factor spaces there is an invariant subalgebra of the

domain of the universal automorphism such that the universal automorphism

restricted to this subalgebra is conjugate to P. Those subalgebras in the domain

of the universal automorphism which are associated with some metric auto-

morphism on the factor space are characterized. Using these subalgebras it is

possible to define a function « on the cartesian product of the group S? of all metric

automorphisms of a given measure algebra with itself to the real numbers such that

if P and S are conjugate automorphisms then h(T, S) = 0. Furthermore it is proven

that if h(T, 5) = 0 then Pand S are "approximately" conjugate in the sense that

for every e > 0 there exists an automorphism R and a P invariant subalgebra 38

such that T=R~1SR for all sets in 38 and if P is a measurable set not in 38, then

p(TE A R~1SRE)<e (Theorem 4.19). As a corollary to this result we obtain that

if h(T, S) = 0 and the conjugacy class of S is closed in the uniform topology in

<& then P and S are conjugate.

2. Notation and definitions. Throughout, (X, Jt, p) will denote a totally finite

measure space with p(X)= 1, i.e., a probability space. We shall be concerned with

functions defined on the measure algebra of Jt, that is the measurable sets mod

sets of measure zero, and set equalities will be understood to hold almost every-

where. A metric automorphism of Jt is a boolean a-isomorphism of the measure

algebra onto itself which preserves the measure. The collection of all metric auto-

morphisms of Jt will be denoted by <$. If Pt and T2 are metric automorphisms of

measure algebras Jtx and Ji2 respectively then Tx and P2 are conjugate (or iso-

morphic) if there exists a measure preserving boolean a-isomorphism P on Jt1

onto Jl2 such that T2R = RT±. If Pand S are in 'S, then Pand S are conjugate if

there exists Re^ such that T=R~1SR.

If # is a sub a-algebra of Jt, the conditional probability of a set A e Jt

given *€ will be denoted by p(A\'S). For properties of the condition probability see

[5] or [2]. If | is a finite measurable partition of X into sets Pl5 P2,..., En, the

entropy of f, 77(0, ¡s defined  by  //(!) = — 2?-1 KE,) log p-(E¡) ;  the   relative
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entropy of £ given <€, H(e\<¡í), is defined by H(Ç\W)= - 2?-i K^l^ log KE^);

and the mean conditional entropy of | given c€, H(l¡\£), is defined by H(lffi) =

Jz #(£jtf) <//*. It is true that H(i\V) = -]x 2?=1 Xe¡ log/*(£,|tf) dp,; if V^^

then //(i|'^i)ä//(||'?2); and if {^„} is an increasing sequence of subalgebras of

Jf and ^= V"=i ^n, then IimnÍ7(f|^n)=/7(£|íí), a.e. For proofs of these state-

ments see for example [4], [2] or [1]. If {^0 : a e A} is a collection of subalgebras

of k# then VaeA ^a will denote the boolean a-algebra generated by the sets in

Ua€á ^a- If Pis a metric automorphism of Jt then the entropy of T, h(T), is defined

by

h(T) = sup ( lim - h( V P'f ) : £ finite partition of A j-
(n-»co «        \  y = 0 / J

One may consult Rohlin's survey article [7] for properties of h(T) and its use in

ergodic theory, or Jacob's lecture notes [4].

3. A universal metric automorphism. Let Z denote the integers and & the

collection of all subsets of Z. The a-algebra SPxJt will be denoted by # and u

will denote the function on Zx A defined by u(k, x) = (k+1, x).

3.1. Lemma. There exists a finitely additive measure Xon'ß such that A(Z x A) = 1

and for every Ee^, \(u'1(E)) = \(E).

Proof. Let V denote the real linear space of all bounded real functions on the

integers with sup norm and usual definitions of addition and scalar multiplication.

By use of the Hahn-Banach theorem (see [9, p. 112]) there exists a positive linear

functional L on V such that P(x)= limn_„o (1/n) 2"= o1 x(j), if this limit exists, and

if one defines Tn on V, by (Pnx)(7') = x(7 + n) for any neZ, then P(P„x)=P(x).

Now, for P e <€, k e Z, let Ek denote the set {x : (k, x) e E}. Then {p.(Ek) : k e Z}

e Kand we define A(P) to be L{p(Ek) : k e Z}. Let E1 and P2 be disjoint sets from &

and denote their related sequences {p(Ek) : keZ} and {p(Ek) : keZ} by xx and

x2 respectively. Since (P1 n E2)j = E} n Ef, the disjointness of P1 and E2 implies

that Ej r\Ef=0 and hence p.(E} u Ef)=p.(Ej)+p(Ef) so that

xx+x2 = {p(Ej) + p(Ef) :jeZ} = {p.(Ej u Ef) :jeZ}.

Hence,

A(Pi u P2) = L(xx + x2) = L(xx)+L(x2) = A(PX) + A(P2).

The fact that A^O and A(0) = O follows from the fact that L is a positive linear

functional.

It is clear that A may not be countably additive, since each of the sets

{(7, x) : x e A} has A-measure zero and Z x A= [Jjez {(j, x) : xe X} has A-measure

one.
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3.2. Definition. For each set £e?, define the set function Uby

U(E) = {(k, x) : u(k, x) e E}.

Since U is the inverse image of sets under a point function, U is a a-homo-

morphism on (€, and since u is measurable this U maps *# into <€.

3.3. Lemma. The homomorphism U is a metric automorphism of^.

Proof. It follows immediately from the definition that U is a a-isomorphism of

# onto (€. To see that U is A-measure preserving, let P e <€ and denote the sequence

{p(E,):jeZ} by x, then TlX = {p(Ej + 1) : jeZ} = {p((U-1E)J) : jeZ}, and it

follows that X(E)=L(x)=L(T1x) = X(U ̂ E).

3.4. Theorem. For each metric automorphism T of Jt there exists a U-invariant

a-subalgebra ¿&(T) of& such that X restricted to ¿tf(T) is a countably additive measure,

the measure space (Z x X, ¿&(T), X) is metrically isomorphic to (X, Jt, p), and U

restricted to s/(T) is conjugate to T. Furthermore the algebra ¿4(T) satisfies the

conditions

(i) for every jeZ,Ae j*(T), p(Aj) = X(A),

(ii) for every E e Jt, there exists a set A e s/(T) such that A0 = E a.e. (p.).

Proof. Define the function aT on Jt by

«AE) = {(j, x):xe T'E) = U (0'}*T'E).
IsZ

Since P is a metric automorphism, T'E e Jt for each j and hence aT(E) s c€. It is

easy to see that aT is a a-homomorphism of Jt into # and that if we denote the

range of aT by ¿&(T), then s/(T) is a subalgebra of cß.

Let EeJt. Since Pis measure preserving, p(TiE) = p(E) for all j and hence

p(aT(E)j) = p.(E) for ally. Thus A(ar(P))=¿{/x((<xrP)J) :jeZ} = p(E) and aT is

measure preserving on (X, Jt, p) onto (Zx X, s/(T), A).

Suppose aT(E) = aT(F) a.e. Then if A denotes symmetric difference aT(E A P) = 0,

a.e., and 0 = A(aT(P A F))=p(E A P) so that E=F, a.e. Thus aT is one-to-one on

the measure algebras, and aT is a metric a-isomorphism on (X, Jt, p.) onto

(Z x X, ¿tf(T), A), and since p. is countably additive, A is countably additive on

s/(T).

To show that T is conjugate to U restricted to s#(T), let P 6 Jt. Then

UoaT(E)= U([J({J} xT'E))

- U (l/-i}xr£)

= U (l/} xPtTP))
ieZ

= ar o P(P).

This also shows that ¿/(P) is ¿/-invariant.
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Finally, to see that (i) and (ii) are satisfied, by the definition of sé(T), given

A esé(T), there is EeJ( such that aT(E) = A and X(A) = p(E) = p,(TiE) = p,(Aj) for

each 7 e Z so that (i) is satisfied. Also given P e JÍ, (aT(E))0 = E and condition (ii)

is satisfied.

3.5. Theorem. Per sé be a U-invariant subalgebra of£ such that conditions (i)

and (ii) of Theorem 3.4 are satisfied. Then there exists a metric automorphism T of

Ji such that U restricted to sé is conjugate to T.

Proof. For P e sé let ß(E) = E0 = {x : (0, x) e E}. Then ß is a a-homomorphism

of sé into JÍ and it follows from 3.4 (ii) that ß is onto and from 3.4 (i) that

p(ß(E)) = X(E) so that ß is a metric a-homomorphism of sé onto JÍ. Suppose

ß(Ex) = ß(E2)a.e. Then ß(Ex A E2)= 0 a.e. and X(EX A E2) = p,(ß(Ex A P2)) = 0 so

that EX = E2 a.e. and ß is one-to-one. Now define T on ^# by T=ßUß~1 and Pis

conjugate to [/ restricted to ¿/.

4. Applications. For each T e 'S, denote by sé(T) the algebra given by Theorem

3.4 and by <xT and ß the like named metric a-isomorphisms defined in Theorems 3.4

and 3.5. Note that «r maps Ji onto sé(T) and ß, being the projection onto the

0th component maps ^ onto ^#. If we denote the restriction of ß to sé(T) by ßT,

then ßT maps j^(P) onto Jt and af 1=j8T. Let / denote the identity automorphism

in <&, and 2 denote the trivial subalgebra consisting of 0 and the whole space.

4.1. Theorem. The automorphism T is ergodic iff se (J) n sé(I) = 2.

Proof. Suppose T is ergodic. Then given P e Ji, TE= E implies that P= 0 or

A. Let F e sé(T) n sé(I). Then \JjeZ ({j} x TjF0) = LUz ({/}x ^o) and hence

T'F0 = F0 for ally and P0 must be either 0 or A and Pis either 0 or Zx A. Thus

sé(T) n sé(I)<^2. Since the reverse inclusion is always satisfied, ¿/(P) n sé (I) = 2.

Suppose sé(T) n sé (I) = 2. Then for any set Pe^ such that PP=P, VE=E

for all 7 and it follows that IJ/6Z ({j} x T'E) = Uiez ({/'} xE) = Fe sé(T) n ^(/).

Thus P is either 0 or Z x X In the first case P= 0 and in the second P= A.

4.2. Theorem. // T is ergodic then sé(T) and sé(I) are X-independent.

Proof. Since P is ergodic, for sets E, FeJ(,

lim I 2 vdJ'EnF) = n(EMF).

For a proof of this statement see [3, p. 33].
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Let A s ¿f(T) and ZxFe sé(I). Then P e Jt and

X(A n(Zx F)) = L{p(Aj nF):jeZ}

= lim l J M(P^0 n P)
n   " y = o

= K^oK^) = AL4)A(ZxP).

4.3. Lemma. Let T,Se<S; Jt'=ß(s/(T) n ¿¿(S)). Then Jt' is the maximal

subalgebra of Jt which is both T and S invariant and such that T and S coincide on

Jt'. Furthermore, ifTis ergodic, every T invariant subalgebra of Jt may be repre-

sented by ß(st(T) n si(R))for some R in 'S.

Proof. Suppose that Jt* is a subalgebra of Jt which is both T and S

invariant and such that T=S on Jt*. Let EeJt*. Then TiE=SiE for all

jeZ and hence aT(E) = as(E) and Jt* c ß(jrf(T) n ¿é(S)) = J¿'. It follows

easily from the definition of Jt' that it is both T and S invariant and that P= S

on Jt'.

Suppose P is ergodic. Let Jt* be a P-invariant subalgebra of Jt. For each

EeJt* define RE to be TE and for E e Jt—#* define RE to be P. Then P is a

metric automorphism and since P is ergodic Jt* is the maximal subalgebra on

which Pand P coincide. Thus Jt*=ß(se{J) n j^(P)).

For P e ^ and J1 a P-invariant subalgebra of ^ denote the restriction of T to

38 by P| a?. An automorphism has completely positive entropy (see [6]) if for

each nontrivial P invariant subalgebra 38 of Jt, h(T\38)>0. If J^c 382, then

/¡(P|^1)<«(r|^2)(see[7]).

4.4. Lemma. If T, Se'S, Thas completely positive entropy, and ¿¡¡?(T) n s4(S)±2,

then S has positive entropy.

Proof. Since s/(T) n s/{S)¿2, ¿S(ja/(P) n ¿*(S))*2. Thus

0 < h(T\ß(ssf(T) n j/(S))) = «(5|/8(^(P) n j/(S))) ^ A(S).

4.5. Theorem(2). If T has completely positive entropy then T is ergodic.

Proof. By Theorem 4.1 if T is not ergodic, sé(J) n s/(I)^2. This implies by

Lemma 4.4 that 7 has positive entropy which is false.

(2) A much stronger result than this is stated without proof by Rohlin [7, p. 14] namely

that automorphisms with completely positive entropy are mixing of all orders.
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4.6. Lemma. If' T' e'S and F is a function on Zx X to the reals which is sé(T)-

measurable and X-summable, then P(0, •) is p.-summable and

f      FdX=  f P(0, -)dp..
JZxX Jx

Proof. Suppose P is a real Borel set. Then since Pis j^(P)-measurable F~1(B) e

sé(T) or

{(n, x) : F(n, x) e B} = (J ({n} x Tn{x : P(0, x) e P})
neZ

so that {x : P(0, x) e P} is in Jt and P(0, •) is ^-measurable.

Since P is A-summable, there exists a sequence {P,} of simple functions which

converges a.e. to P0. Suppose F¡(n, x)= 2k C'kxEk)(n, x). Then

f      F}dX = 2 ClX(Ekl) = 2 Clp.{(Ekj)0}

= 2 a f XEk,(o, •) dp,

= £ P/0, •) dp.

Since P/0, x) converges a.e. to P(0, x), we have that ¡ZxX FdX = jx F(0, •) dp-

Let £={AX,..., Ak} be a finite measurable partition of A. For Te 'S denote the

partition {aTA;- : j= 1,..., k} of Zx A by arf, and if SS is a subalgebra of #

denote the subalgebra (j9(P) : P e J1} of Jt by ¿S( J1). If P is a function on Z x A,

P0 will denote the function P(0, •). If n is a /¿-summable function and sé is a

subalgebra of -#, denote by Eu(h\sé) the conditional expectation of n given js/

and if/is an ^/(P)-measurable, A-summable function and 38 is a subalgebra of

J2/(P) let Ex(f\âS) denote the conditional expectation off given âs\ For properties

of conditional expectation see [5].

4.7. Lemma. If T, Se 'S, f is sé(T)-measurable and X-summable then

[EÁ(f | sé(T) n sé(S))]0 = Pu(/o | ß(se(T) n ^(S)))   a.e.

Proof. By Lemma 4.6, /0 is /u-summable and ¡fdX = J/0 dp,. By the definition

of EK(f | .s/(P) n ^(S)), this function is ¿/(P) n j?/(5")-measurable and for any

E e sé(T) n sé(S)

f PA(/ | ^(P) n ¿/(S)) ¿A = f    /0 <fc.
7b Jb(ei
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Since /o is /n-summable, by definition of conditional expectation,

EJJo I r%*(T) n s/(S)))

is ß(se(T) n ¿/(S^-measurable and for each ß(E) e ß(sa(T) n s/(S)),

f     Pu(/o | ß(s/(T) n j*(S))) 4* = f    /, ^.

Thus for each E e (sé(J) n j^(5")),

f P,(/1 s/(T) n ^(S)) ¿/A = f    P,(/01 j3(j/(r) n ^(S))) <fc.

However, from Lemma 4.6,

fxßEjf | s/(T) n j/(S)) rfA = jx„(B,[E¿f I ̂ (P) n ^(S))]0 ̂

for every set P e jaf(P) n ^(5). Thus for every set P e s/(T) n ^(5),

f     [PA(/1 ̂(P) n ^(S))]0 dp =  f     Eu(f0 [ ß(s/(T) n ^(5))) ^.

Moreover, since PA(/1 j/(T) n ^(5)) is j^(P) n j3/(5')-measurable,

[PÄ(/K(r)n^(5))]0

is ß(<tf(T) n .«/(Ä^-measurable and it follows that

[PA(/1 j/(P) n */(S))]0 = Eu(f0 | /3(¿/(P) n j^(S)))   a.e.

4.8. Corollary. If AeJt and T, Se'S, then

[X(aTA | ¿/(P) n ^(5'))]o = p(A | iS(ja/(P) n s/(S))).

4.9. Lemma, ¿er £ be any finite measurable partition of X and T, Se'S. Then

H(aTÇ I sé(T) O s/(S)) = H(Ç I ß(^(T) n s/(S))).

Proof. Suppose i = {Au ..., Ak} and denote aTA¡ by A] and ¿^(P) n =s/(S) by 38.

Then by definition of relative entropy and Corollary 4.8

[H(aT£\38)]0 = - J [A(4|£?)]0log[A(4

= - 2^;l^(^))log^i

= ff(f|j8(#))   a.e.
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Thus by Lemma 4.6

H(aT£\ SS) m   f       H(orS\ SS)dX = [   [H(aT£\ SS)]0 dp.
JZxX Jx

= £ Haw®)) dp- = mm^f))-

4.10. Lemma. Let (Y, Jf, v) be a probability space and SS a subalgebra of ¿V.

A necessary and sufficient condition that SS = Jf (a.e.) is that for every finite measur-

able partition £ of Y, H(£\S#) = 0.

Proof. It is known [2, p. 31] that /7(f | SS) = Q iff £ is a finite partition of Y con-

tained a.e. in SS, i.e., for each A e $, there exists Be SS such that A = B a.e.

Suppose SS does not equal Jf a.e. Then there is a set P e Jf such that v(E ¿\B) > 0

for every set Be SS. Consider the partition £ = {P, Y-E}. Then H(t\ SS)^Q, since

if it were zero the partition £ would be contained a.e. in SS and there would exist

Be SS such that v(£AP) = 0. In the case SS = Jr a.e., every partition of Y is

contained a.e. in SS and H(t¡\ SS) = 0.

4.11. Definition. For T,Se& define n(P, S) by the equation

h(T, S) = inf {sup H(aTÇ | j/(P) n sé(R'1SR)): f finite partition of A: P e 'S}.

4.12. Theorem. Per T,Se<S. If T and S are conjugate then h(T, S) = 0.

Proof. Since Pis conjugate to S there exists Re 'S such that T=R'1SR and

by Lemma 4.3 ß[se(T) n j>/(p-15'P)]=^. Hence by Lemmas 4.10 and 4.9, for

each finite partition £ of A,

0 = H((\ ß(se(T) n ¿¿(R^SR)))

= H(aT£ I ja^(P) n ¿¿(R-^R)).

Thus h(T, S) = 0.

4.13. Lemma. IfR,S,Te<S, then

R[ß(se(T) n j/(S))] = ß(se(RTR'1) n ^(PSP"1)).

Proof. Let E e ß(se(T) n sé(S)). Then ^£=5^ for all jeZ since ar(P) =

as(P). Let P=PP. Then RTIR'1F=RS'R'1F for all / Since (RTR-1)iF=

RT1R'1F, aRTR-i(F) = aRSR-i(F) and F= RE e ß(se(RTR'1) n sé(RSR'1)). Thus

Rß(se(T) n ¿/(Syicßis/iRTR-1) n ^(PSP"1)). Next suppose that

P e ß(se(RTR 'x) n j?/(PSP -x)).

Then by the first part of the proof P_1Pe ß(se(T) n ^(S)) and the result follows.
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4.14. Theorem. If T, Se'S, then h(T, S)=h(S, T).

Proof. It is true that if P e 'S, H(RC\Rj¿)=H(£\s¿). (See [2, p. 31].) Thus, for

any finite partition | of X, any Rs'S,

H(asi | st{S) n sá(R-^TR)) = H((, \ ß(s*(S) n ^(R-^R)))

= /7(P£ | Rß(stt(S) n ¿¿(R-^TR)))

= H(aT(R{) | ¿¿(RSR-1) n j^(P)).

Thus

sup/7(asf | j/(S) n ^(R-XTR)) = sup/7(arf | ¿/(PSTT1) n ¿/(P))

and

inf sup/7(as£ ¡ sf(S) n ¿¿(R-^TR)) = inf sup/7(«rf I ̂ (P'-^P') n ja/(P)).

4.15. Theorem, ¿er P, S, Us<S. Then

hfrU^SU) = h(T,S).

Proof.

«(P, U^SU) = inf sup/f(arf | sf(T) n jtf(R-1U-1SUR)).
R        Í

Define R1=UR so that R=U~1R1 and

«(P, C/-1^^) = inf sup/7(aT£ | j^(P) n ^(PfiSPi))
17-lR   Í

='«(P, -s).

4.16. Corollary. 7/P, S, U1} U2 are contained in 'S then

h(U^TUu U2lSU2) = h(T, S).

Proof.

HP^TUu U^SU2) = MPîxTUu S)

= h(S, U^TUJ

= h(S, T) = h(T, S).

4.17. Theorem. If T s'S and h(T, 7)=0, r«e« P=7.
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Proof.

0 = h(T, I) = inf sup H(aT£ I sé(T) n sé(R-1IR))

= sup H(aT£ I sé(T) n sé(I)).

Thus P7(| I ß(se(T) n j?/(/))) = 0 for every partition i of A and by Lemma 4.10,

ß(se(T) n j/(/)) = .#. Thus by Lemma 4.3  T=I on ^.

4.18. Theorem. Per T, Se*S. If h(T, S) = 0 then there exists a sequence {Rn} of

elements from 'S and a sequence {3S^ of T-invariant subalgebras of JÍ such that

T=R~1SRn on SSn and \]™=x@n = Ji.

Proof. For each positive integer n there exists an automorphism Rn such that

sup{ H(aT£ | sé(T) n sé(R~1SRn))<l/n and it follows that

H(aT{ | sé(T) n sé(R~1SRn)) < l/n

for every finite partition of A. If SSn = ß(se(T) n sé(R'1SRn)). Then T=R~1SRn

on SSn and limn_«o H($\ SSn) = 0 uniformly in £. Since

V ss^ ssn, o ú hU I V *,) = #(£l ̂ n)

and limbec P7(f| V*=i ^)=0. Since V"=i ®¡ ¡s an increasing sequence of sub-

algebras,

lim h(ç\ V  ^y) = Mí   V ^y)    f°r a11 £

and it follows from Lemma 4.10 that Vy°=i SS}=Ji.

4.19. Theorem. If T, Se'S and h(T, S) = 0 then for every e>0, there exists an

Re's and a T-invariant subalgebra SS of J( such that T=R~1SR on SS and for

each measurable set A not in SS, p.(TA A R~1SRA)<e.

Proof. Let e>0 be given. Since h(T, S) = 0, there exists an automorphism P

such that sup(H(aT$\sé(T)nsé(R'1SR))<e2/l6. Let SS be the algebra

ß(se(T) n sé(R~1SR)). Then SS is P-invariant and T=R~1SR on SS.

Suppose AeJi—SS. Then if i is the partition {A, X—A}, it follows that

0 < H(£\ SS) = - f logp-(A\SS) dp— f      log p(X-A\ SS) dp.
Ja Jx-a

< e2/16
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and hence — \A log p(A\ 38) dp<e2/16. Since this integral exists, —log p(A\ 38)<<x>

a.e. on A and hence p(A\38)>0 a.e. on A. Thus — log p(A| 38)> 1 -p(A\ 38) a.e.

on A and it follows that

<T6-f [l-p(A\38)]dp

Now let B = {x : p.(A \ 38)(x) > 1 - e/4). Since P e 38 we have

/¿(/Í nB) =  f ML4| J1) ¿i" > (1 -£/4)/x(P)

and it follows that p(B-A)<e/4. Also

^>   f [l-^|Ä)]4i=  f      [l-p(A\3J)]dp.+ ¡      [l-p(A\38)]dp

^¡KA-B)

so that /u(^--S)<e/4. Thus p(A A B)<e/2. Since P e J" and T=R~1SR on J1,

KP^4 A R^SRA) á M^ A TB) + p(TB A R~1SRB) + p(R~lSRB A R^SRA)

= ^A^t^A/I)

4.20. Corollary. 7/ «(P, S) = 0 a«i/ if the conjugacy class of S is closed in the

uniform topology on 'S then T and S are conjugate.

Proof. Let o0 be given. Recall that 'S with the uniform topology (see [3,

p. 69]) is a metric group with metric given by

¿(Pi, T2) = sup {/¿(¿VE A T2E) : EsJt}.

Denote by K the conjugacy class of S, i.e., the set {R~1SR : R s 'S}. Now, if

h(T,S) = 0, it follows from Theorem 4.19 that there exists an P such that

p(TA A R~1SRA)<s for every set AsJt. Thus d(T, R~1SR)<e and it follows

that Pisa limit point of K. Since K is assumed closed, TsK and the theorem

follows.
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